Let A be a finite subset of N. Then NIM(A; n) is the following 2-player game: initially there are n stones on the board and the players alternate removing a ∈ A stones. The first player who cannot move loses. This game has been well studied.
1 Introduction Notation 1.1 A ⊆ fin B means that A is a finite subset of B.
Def 1.2 Let
A ⊆ fin N and let n ∈ N. Let a 1 = min(A). NIM(A; n) is played as follows:
2. The game is in state (n; d, ∞) if there are n stones on the board, Player I has d dollars and
Player II has unlimited funds. State (n; ∞, e) is defined similarly. Note that (n; ∞, ∞) is the standard NIM game.
Def 1.10
Let A ⊆ fin N. We are concerned with NIM(A).
1. If W (n) = I and Player I has enough money to play the strategy he would play to win in standard NIM then we say that Player I wins normally. Note that this is the same as saying W (n; d, ∞) = I. Similar for W (n) = II.
If either player wins by removing min(A)
on every turn then we say he wins miserly. The intuition is that he wins because the other player ran of money though formally this might not be the case.
We give several examples of play.
Example 1.11
In all of the examples below A = {1, 3, 4} and n = 14.
1. The game is in state (14; ∞, 10). In standard NIM Player II would win W (14) by always making sure that Player I faces an n ≡ 0, 2 (mod 7). By a case analysis one can show that Player II has enough money to play this strategy. Hence Player II wins normally.
2. The game is in state (14; 4, 4) . The reader can check that if Player II always removes one then he will win miserly.
3. The game is in state (14; 9, 9). We show that Player I wins using a strategy that begins miserly but may becomes normal. Player I removes 1. Player II removes a ∈ {1, 3, 4}.
(a) If a = 4 then the state is (9; 8, 5). The reader can verify that Player I wins miserly.
(b) If a = 3 then the state is (10; 8, 6). The reader can verify that Player I wins miserly or normally.
(c) If a = 1 then the state is (12; 8, 8). Player I removes 1. Player II removes a ∈ {1, 3, 4}.
i. If a = 4 then the state is (7; 7, 4) . The reader can verify that Player I wins miserly.
ii. If a = 3 then the state is (8; 7, 5) . The reader can verify that Player I wins miserly or normally.
iii. If a = 1 then the state is (10; 7, 7). The reader can verify that Player I wins normally.
The following lemma and definition will be useful throughout the entire paper. The lemma is so ubiquitous that we will use it without mention.
Lemma 1.12 Let
Assume that the game is NIM(A; d, e).
Def 1.13 Assume W (n; d, e) = I. Let a ∈ A. If W (n − a; e, d − a) = II then we call a a winning move. If W (n − a; e, d − a) = I then we call a a losing move.
We are interested in the following problem: Given A find a win condition for NIM(A). One could write a dynamic program that, on input (n; d, e), determines who wins in O(n 3 ) arithmetic operations, but we want our win conditions to be simpler than that. Def 1.14 Let A be a finite set. A win condition for NIM(A) is a polynomial time function of the length of (n; d, e). Since n, d, e are in binary we want a polynomial time function of O(log(nde)).
In Section 2 we define "rich" and explore the case where at least one player is rich. In Section 3
we define "poor" and explore the case where at least one player is poor. In Section 4 we explore the case where neither player is rich or poor. The theorems proven allow one to obtain nice win conditions for many sets A. In Sections 5, 6, 7 we obtain win conditions for
. In Section 8 we state a conjecture about the set A = {L, . . . , M}. In Section 9 we suggest future directions.
If W A (n) = I then how much money does Player I need to win normally starting with n stones?
A similar question could be asked about Player II. In this section we define f For n such that W A (n) = I we define f I A (n). Later we will see that this f I A (n) is the least d such that Player I wins (n; d, ∞). Similarly for W A (n) = II.
Def 2.1 Let A ⊆ fin N and let a 1 = min(A).
A (0) = 0 (Player II wins and needs 0 to win.)
The following is a straightforward proof by induction.
Theorem 2.2 Let
Note that f 
II
A to deal with these questions.
A (n − a)} we know that the set of a ∈ A, q ≤ n such that
The following theorem has an easy proof that uses Theorem 2.2 and a straightforward induction.
Theorem 2.4 Let
A be as defined above. We will define formulas and state a theorem that will make this all rigorous. In the end we will have determined which player wins if at least one player is poor.
Def 3.1 Let A, n be given. Set a 1 = min(A). Let i ≡ n mod 2a 1 . Then:
From the definitions of g I A (n) and g II A (n) one can easily prove the following.
Lemma 3.2 For all n, k, we have g
I A (n + 2ka 1 ) = g I A (n) + ka 1 and g II A (n + 2ka 1 ) = g II A (n) + ka 1 . Lemma 3.3 Let a ∈ A. If d < g I A (n) then d − a < g II A (n − a). Proof: We show that g I A (n) − a ≤ g II A (n − a).
Claim 1:
If a ∈ A and a < 2a 1 then g
Proof of Claim 1:
We need:
There are two cases, depending on whether i ≥ a 1 + j or i < a 1 + j. We leave the easy algebra to the reader.
End of Proof of Claim 1
Claim 2: If a ∈ A and
Proof of Claim 2:
There are two cases, depending on whether i ≥ j or i < j. We leave the easy algebra to the reader.
End of proof of Claim 2
We now prove the theorem for a ≥ 2a
a by Claims 1 and 2 .
Hence g 
Proof:
We need to prove that g
. But in fact they are equal.
We need to show
There are two cases depending on whether
We leave the easy algebra to the reader.
Theorem 3.5
Let A, n, d, e be given. Then:
We refer to the above statements as Parts.
Proof:
We prove this by induction on n.
Part 1 cannot occur since its premise is e < 0. Part 2 has as a premise d < g I A (n) = n + 1 ≤ a 1 , hence Player I cannot move so he loses.
Induction
Step: Assume n ≥ a 1 and that for all n ′ < n the lemma holds.
Part 1)
We show that Player I removing a 1 is a winning move. We by show W cash
We prove a lemma which will show that Theorem 3.5 covered all the cases. We will then state a clean Theorem where all the cases are clearly spelled out.
Lemma 3.6
Proof: This can be proved by taking n = 2a 1 n ′ + i with 0 ≤ i ≤ 2a 1 − 1 and breaking into the
Theorem 3.7 Let A, n, d, e be given. Then:
Proof: We do not use induction. We need only use Theorem 3.5 and Lemma 3.6.
c) This follows directly from Theorem 3.5.
What if Both Players are Middle Class?
Let A ⊆ fin N be given and understood for the rest of the paper.
Theorems 2.2 and 3.7 cover the cases where at least one player is rich or at least one player is poor. We now deal with the remaining cases. 
Note 4.2
One can easily show that, for all n, g
We do not need this result; however, it is a good sanity check on our definitions.
In general, determining W cash A (n; d, e) when (n; d, e) is A-critical seems difficult (although for specific A a pattern is usually obvious).
In this section we describe some conditions on A that allow us to give a complete winning condition for A. In the next sections we apply these to particular examples.
Let (n; d, e) be A-critical. It turns out that (n; d, e) are not the right parameters to work with. 
is the Corresponding State (CS for short). Formally we should call it CS m but in applications m will be understood. Note that when (n; d, e) is A-critical,
When we pass from the NwCS to the CS we lose information. But this might not be information we need. Imagine the following: the game is in CS (i; b, b † ) and the player removes a ∈ A.
We would like to be able to derive the new CS without knowing the NwCS. This motivates the following definitions.
Def 4.4
1. For all n ∈ N and for all a ∈ A with a ≤ n, C
2. For all n ∈ N and for all a ∈ A with a ≤ n, C
3.
A is cash-periodic with period m if for all n 1 , n 2 with n 1 ≡ n 2 mod m, we have
• For all a ∈ A with a ≤ n 1 , n 2 ,
A is cash-periodic if there exists an m such that A is m-cash periodic. We will always take the least such m. Remark. In the basic NIM case, we could prove every set is periodic (possibly with an offset) using the pigeonhole principle. Here that is not possible since we cannot bound C I A (n, a) and C II A (n, a). Indeed, {3, 5, 6, 10, 11} is not cash-periodic (this is not obvious), even if we were to modify the definition to allow an offset.
The following lemma follows from the definitions.
Lemma 4.5 Suppose
A is cash-periodic, and let (n; d, e) be given; suppose a ∈ A is such that n ≥ a and d ≥ a. Then:
• b † n−a;e,d−a = b n;d,e − c I A (i n , a).
Hence if (n; d, e) is any position, then we can determine the CS for (n − a; e, d − a) from the CS for (n; d, e), which is what we wanted.
If A is cash-periodic with period m then let CS A denote the set of all triples (i; b, b † ), where 0 ≤ i < m and b, b † ≥ 0. If a NwCS is A-critical then the CS will be in CS A . If (n; d, e) is not A-critical because one of the players is rich then the CS will not be in CS A . If (n; d, e) is not A-critical because one of the players is poor and the other one is not rich then the CS will be in CS A .
Def 4.6 A solution set for A is a subset X ⊂ CS A such that:
• For all (i, b, b † ) ∈ X, one of the following holds, where we let (i
• For all (i, b, b † ) ∈ CS A \X, and for all a ∈ A, one of the following holds, where we let
The following lemma has a straightforward proof that we leave to the reader.
Lemma 4.7 Induction Hypothesis: Assume the theorem holds for all n ′ < n and that n ≥ a 1 .
Induction
Step: Let (n; d, e) be A-critical. Let (i; b n;d,e , b † n;d,e ) = (i; b, b † ) be the corresponding state.
Case I: (i; b, b † ) ∈ X. We show that if Player I removes a 1 then he wins. Let (i ′ ; b ′ , b † ′ ) be the CS that happens when Player I removes a 1 . We want to prove that any NwCS that maps to this CS is a state where Player II wins. By the definition of X one of the following occurs.
We consider NIM games where A = {1, L} for some L. Since if L is odd, this is basically just A = {1}, we consider only the case where L is even.
So fix L even for the rest of the section, say L = 2ℓ.
Lemma 5.4
Let n ∈ N.
If n is even then
g I A (n) = n 2 + 1 and g II A (n) = n 2 .
If n is odd then
Lemma 5.5 A is cash periodic, with period L + 1. Moreover:
1.
• For all i < L, c
• For all i, c II A (i, 1) = 0.
2.
• For all i, c
Proof: Easy to check, given all of the preceding lemmas.
Lemma 5.6 Define X ⊂ CS A as follows:
•
Then X is a solution set. 
If d < f
I A (n) and e ≥ f II A (n) then W cash A (n; d, e) = II. 3. If d ≥ g I A (n) and e ≥ g II A (n) then W cash A (n; d, e) = W A (n). 4. If d ≥ g I A (n) and e < g II A (n) then W cash A (n; d, e) = I. 5. If d < g I A (n) and e ≥ g II A (n) then W cash A (n; d, e, ) = II. 6. If d < g I A (n) and e < g I A (n) then W cash A (n; d, e) = I iff d a 1 = e a 1 .
If g
We consider NIM games where A = {1, L, L + 1} for some odd L, say L = 2ℓ + 1.
Note that g I A and g II A are the same as before since these functions only depend on min(A).
Lemma 6.2 For all k:
Lemma 6.3 For all k:
• f
Lemma 6.4 A is cash-periodic with period 2L + 1. Moreover:
1.
• For all i < 2L + 1,
• c
• For all i < 2L + 1, c II A (i, 1) = 0.
2.
3.
Proof:
One can see that this is straightforward to check without checking it. Note that this complexity does not show up in the final theorem; it instead reflects the number of cases necessary to consider in its proof.
Lemma 6.5 Define X ⊂ CS A as follows.
Then X is a solution set for A.
This yields an explicit description of W 
Lemma 7.2 For all k:
Lemma 7.3 For all k:
Lemma 7.4 A is strictly cash-periodic with period 2L. Moreover, if we let
• For all i < 2L, c II A (i, 1) = 0.
2.
3.
Lemma 7.5 Define X ⊂ CS A as follows:
• If i < 2L is even and i = L, then (i, x, y) ∈ X iff x < y ℓ ℓ.
8 Conjecture about A = {L, . . . , M}
We have written a program that will, for a set A, produce a candidate for f 
Def 8.2 Let X be the set of all triples (i, b, b † ) where:
Hence W C A is poly-log in (n, d, e) and quadratic in L, M.
Summary and Open Questions
We have proven general theorems about who wins NIM(A) with cash when either (1) at least one of the players is rich, or (2) at least one of the players is poor. We have also determined some conditions so that we can determine what happens when both players are middle class. We applied these theorems to determine exactly who wins when A = {1, L} and A = {1, L, L + 1}. We also have a conjecture for A = {L, . . . , M}. More generally, is there always a nice win condition? We think so and state two conjectures about this.
• There is an algorithm that will, given a finite set A, output a win condition for NIM(A).
• For every finite set A there is a win condition for NIM(A).
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